This task is set to allow you to use all the skills that you have developed over the past three
tasks to respond to a given design challenge. Remember to look back over the last three tasks
to help inform your communication of this challenge.

This task is designed to use all the skills you have developed over the past three
bridging tasks. On the right is a link to all of the video clips that we have used to
date.
Remember to look back at the last three tasks to ensure that you develop a high
quality and well communicated response to the design context below.
Design is al about communication, never assume that someone knows what you
are thinking even if its obvious to you.

Drawing with construction lines

Single point perspective video
Two-point perspective video

How to shade basic shapes
Shading techniques explained
Making your design page shout



Design challenge. Using all the skills developed over the last few weeks produce a series of design pages to
respond the following challenge:



Children under the age of 10 often have a large number of toys in their bedroom. A toy manufacturer is planning
to launch a range of novelty storage products that will encourage children to tidy away their toys.

A novelty product that will store children’s toys is required.
You should produce at least three different ideas sketching the products from different views, showing as much detail as
possible. Complete each idea on separate piece of paper.

Choose the best idea and produce a presentation drawing of the final design. This should be drawn in two-point perspective
and shaded. You can use colour to enhance the drawing.

You should be aiming to spend about one 1 hour 30 minutes on this task. That is approximately 20 minutes per idea and 30 minutes on the presentation sketch. Don’t rush this … it’s about
developing your skills!

